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David M. Thomas
Painting has always been conceptual, but concepts are really just gossiping villagers and painting does better to
ignore them. ln fact, she hardly notices them and goes about pleasuring herself with no respectfor the
differentiation of public and private realms. Of course this means that sometimes they notice her and this becomes
part of her pleasure - but only to the degree to which she can risk revealing to them how much she is manipulating

them.ltl
This exhibition began two years ago as a discussion held long distance between myself, Tony Schwensen and Shane
Haseman. At that time, each of us was living in a different capital city; Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne respectively.
The theme was 'Post Conceptual Art'. For me this spoke mostly of a dissatisfaction with 'project' oriented art that
resisted change and a responsiveness to the outside world. Something in the world had shifted over the past three
years, and this

for me made 'Contemporary Art' seem somehow redundant. lts complicity in market driven, western

industrialised capitalism certainly contributed to my ambivalence.
My personal situation had also shifted. I had moved to Brisbane. This had a profound effect on me. Among other
things I became more aware of how each city in Australia has it's own version of the contemporary art world, much
like the Free Masons, all of them with their own neuroses and egocentrisms. An intended strategy to combat this
mentality was to include artists from more than one or two cities and artists from overseas; in this case Rotterdam in

the Netherlands. Also, most of the Australian artists in the exhibition have lived for some period in other cities,
broadening their personal experiences and art practices and resisting the closed networks that inevitably arise in
isolated Australian cities. This facilitated a wider perspective than a purely local survey could achieve.
Over the next year or so I also met writer and anthropologist Stephen Zagala and involved him in these discussions. Stephen had recently moved to Brisbane. I had met him before, both in Sydney and Melbourne and again

significantly at the lMA. We got to talking about what we were doing and shared a similar attitude of ironic
disaffection for institutionalised cultural activity. Eventually Stephen convinced me

that

'Post Conceptual Painting'

was an extension of an existing avant-gardist paradigm and that Post Contemporary Painting, with its absurdity and
logical impossibility was a better title and thematic. Over a period of emailing back and forth, I agreed completely.
So why use the word paint at

all) Many of the works in this exhibition do not use paint, others dance around the

idea of painting, others satirise aspects of the act
reverence. The idea is to try

of painting while some treat the act and continued possibility with

to include in one group exhibition many attitudes to an activity. Here I think we have

thirteen.
The idea of painting is both very vague and extremely specific, both elusive and omnipresent. This has something

to do with how the history of modern painting is conjoined and confused with the history of Modernism; used as

a

barometer ofprogress, negated by technological advance and then returned to, as one returns to mother for a nice

hot meal.

course, painting. The proliferation of painting prizes is a clear testament to this concern, and Pulie's work demonstrates the apparent absurdity of this approach to cultural life.
Found, borrowed and made objects have been used in PCP in a mannerthat surelyfinds its licence in the history

of modern art, as with Catherine Brown's Round ond Round installation of growing plants and flowers.
us through a shared desire and experience of these phenomenon, objects and historic information

Th

is con nects

to her own private

fixations and desires.
ln the works of Shane Haseman we are given a lesson from art history but the history has been literally

're-membered' and used to make neq very personal, idiosyncratic works in video and collage.

lf Haseman confronts us in an airport vestibule for debriefing

by video and diagrams, Diena Georgetti invites us

to a play in her grandiose home theatre. Here, Ceorgetti's works, such as The Humanity of Abstract Painting, evoke
easel painting and are camouflaged by the conventions of the art museum, from the ornate frames to the theatrical

lighting
The history and practice of painting is rich with possibilities and unresolved problems. These offerings wait like

hot scones on the counter anticipating the return of the prodigal multi-media artist.

ln his sculpture Elegytothe Australian Republic (Motherwell Avoid Relegation).Tony Schwensen draws a line in the
sand, through the placement of his work down the middle of the gallery designating the field of play. His work

becomesthenetinaskewedgameofaestheticvolleyball.

Againwearereminded,thatthisexhibitionisaboutmore

than a singular media-based approach to art.

ln his work, Moonflower, Paul Bai notes a particular anthropological schism of openings at the IMA: people cannot smoke in the gallery so they go outside and view what's happening in the gallery through the large glass windows.
Moonflower takes the form of a curtain, decorated with large flowers drawn in felt pen (the readymade version of ink
and pen), which has been hung across this voyeuristic threshold. ln order to view the full work, the curtains must be
drawn across the window, but Bai has left them pushed to the sides. lt's a contrary work.

ln the same way that Bai domesticates the exhibition space, which has been purpose built as a cold container for
contemporary ad, Jason Markou confronts us with perverse decorative intent. As both an artist and a gallerist,
Markou is aware, in a way that most artists and people never are, about the shortcomings of the art gallery
experience. With this intimate understanding of contemporary art and the zeal of a true fan, Markou at once acknowledges, integrates and forgets every image from every catalogue and exhibition he has ever seen, disregarding
boundaries between painting, installation and sculpture.

ln an overt and theatrical manner, Cuy Benfield returns to the kitchen of painting grinding his teeth, as if on
Angel Dust and ready to collaborate with Lamont Young on a new chapter of The Tortoise, His Dreams ond Journeys. Bl
Cuy represents what's great about the old school of Modernism. He remembers contemporary art history the way it
probably was in the seventies, not how, for the most part, it has been represented by either its documenters,
archivists, publicists or detractors.

PCP also deals

with the expectations that we share about art. Some of these might be: an art object should be

made from paint ; artists are painters that work in a studio for eight hours a day and then go to a cafe and talk about
themselves, and little else; the creative act is somehow a sanctified act filled with divine intervention and that art
museums and exhibitions are for the enlightenment of an under-educated audience. Moreover, that the experience

of

seeing contemporary artwork will change you in some way and that a transformative effect will and should occur with
some immediacy. I have my own doubts about these ideas as did American artist, Mike Kelley, whom I seem to

remember saying: "Too much is alwoys expected of art and love"

lwould paraphrase this to

read:

.

too much and too little are always expected of art, love and paint.

[r] Robert Pulie zoo3 (originol slatement for this exhibition when previously entitled, Post Conceptual Painting)
[zf Bruce Lee in Enter lhe Dragon, t973.

Bl La Monte Young's long, collaborative performances such as The Tofioise His Dreams and Journeys are characterised by a repetitive, ritualistic,
cult-like quality and are based on the establishment ofa drone and the use ofprecise audio tones. See page r4r, Michael Nyman, Experimental Music,
Cage and Beyond, Cambridge U niversity Press, r 999. Also note the photograph on page 142.
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